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ON THE DUALITY BETWEEN ASPLUND SPACES AND

SPACES WITH THE RADON-NIKODYM PROPERTY

FRANCIS SULLIVAN

Abstract. A simple proof of the following result of Stegall is given. Let E

be a real Banach space, then E is an Asplund space if E* has the

Radon-Nikodym property.

Let F be a real Banach space. E is said to be an Asplund space if every

continuous convex real-valued function on an open convex subset of E is

Fréchet differentiable at all points of a dense Gs subset of its domain. This

class of spaces was introduced by E. Asplund and called "strong differentia-

bility spaces" by him. Asplund showed [2] that every weak* compact convex

subset of E* is weak* deniable. If A is a subset of a Banach space and/ is a

norm-1 linear functional then for each a > 0, f determines a slice of A, i.e.

the set 5(/, a, A) = {a E A\fia) > sup/L4] - a). The set A is deniable if it

has small slices, i.e. for each e > 0 there is an / and an a > 0 with

diam S if, a, A) < e. For a subset of a dual space E*, weak* dentability

means that the small slices are determined by elements of E.

Namioka and Phelps [4] proved that weak* dentability of weak* compact

convex subsets of the dual characterizes Asplund spaces and in addition

showed that if E is an Asplund space then E* has the Radon-Nikodym property.

We shall take the result of Stegall [6] as the definition of the Radon-Nikodym

property for a dual space-namely E* has the Radon-Nikodym property if

and only if every separable subspace of E has separable dual. The original

definition is, of course, in terms of integrals and there are fascinating

connections between vector valued measures, extreme point phenomena and

separability for dual spaces. An excellent source of information is the

monograph of Diestel and Uhl [3].

Stegall [5] showed that E is an Asplund space if E* has the Radon-Niko-

dym property, and an elegant simplification of StegaU's proof has been given

by Namioka [3]. StegaU's result has recently been proved in quite a different

way by Anantharaman, Lewis and Whitfield [1]. In the present note we give a

proof which uses an essential idea of Anantharaman, Lewis and Whitfield but

is much simpler in detail.

Theorem. If E* has the Radon-Nikodym property then E is an Asplund

space.
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Proof. If E is not an Asplund space, then from the result of Namioka and

Phelps, there is a weak* compact convex set CEE* which is not weak*

dentable. If B* is the unit ball of E* then the weak* closed symmetric convex

body D = B* + (C - C) is also not weak* dentable. Hence we may assume

that B* is not weak* dentable. Using the definition of weak* dentability it is

immediate that this means there is an e > 0 such that for all \\x\\ — 1 there

are sequences (fk), (gk) E B* with fk(x), gk(x) -* 1 while (fk - gk)(yk) > e

for some \\yk\\ = 1.

Let Ex be any separable subspace of E and choose (xx) to be a sequence

dense in the unit sphere of Ex. From the above for each xx there are

functional [fxk], {gxk} E B* with fxk(xx), g^(^)^ 1 and norm-1 vectors

yxk in E with (fxk - gxk)(yxk) > e.

Let E2 = cl span[7si u {y^}] and repeat the procedure to obtain separable

subspaces Ex e E2E ■ ■ ■ E E, c E,+, c • • • . Define E0 = cl( U E,). We

shall show that the unit ball of £* is not weak* dentable. Since E* has the

Radon-Nikodym property £* is separable [6] which, using [2] (or, more

simply, the proof of [4, Corollary 10]), gives a contradiction.

Since U E¡ is dense in £0, for any positive sequence 8m \ 0 and any

x0 E E0, \\x0\\ = 1, there is a norm-1 sequence {xm), where xm s xln for some

/ and n, such that ||jc0 - xm\\ < 8m/2. From the construction there are

functionals fm = f'nk and gm = g'nk in B* where k is chosen large enough that

L(xm) = fnÁxln) > 1 - 8m/2 and gm(xm) > 1 - 8m/2. Thus fm(x0) = fm(x0

- xm) + fm(xm) > I - 8m and likewise gm(x0) > I - 8m, while for all m,

IK/« - Ukll > Um - gm)(yL) > *•  Q-E-D.
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